Haryana Medical Services Corporation Limited,
(A Government of Haryana Undertaking)
Bays No 59-62, Sector 2, Panchkula.
Phone: 0172-575578
Dated
CORRIGENDUM REGARDING SPECIFICATION MEDICINES & MEDICAL CONSUMABLES
Group-C
Tender Reference No. HMSCL/Tend./2015-16/3/4-A-03 dated 08.10.2015 bid
submission date 04.11.2015 onwards. The purchase of Glutraldehyde Solution 1% IP, 5 liter
has been dropped of DNIT at Sr. No. 1 in Group-C

Managing Director
Haryana Medical Service Corporation Ltd.

Haryana Medical Services Corporation Limited,
(A Government of Haryana Undertaking)
Bays No 59-62, Sector 2, Panchkula.
Phone: 0172-575578
Dated
CORRIGENDUM
Clarifications Regarding Terms & Conditions of Medicines & Medical Consumables
w.r.t to TENDER REFERENCE NO. HMSCL/TEND./2015-16/3/4-A-03 DATED 08.10.2015 bid
submission date 30.12.2015 .
Regarding representation of the firms. Tender Reference No. HMSCL/Tend./2015-16/3/4-A-03
Group-C
Sr.
Name of the Firm
Representation by the firm
HMSCL reply
No.
1
Vinayaka Manutrade As per your point 4.2 of eligibility WHO GMP along with
criteria, the manufacturer should COPP
is
compulsory
have a valid WHO- GMP inspection wherever applicable
certificate in line with the WHO
certification scheme and certificate of
pharmaceutical products. It is to
inform that WHO -GMP certificate
and COPP is not applicable on
consumable and medical devices
2
K.S Surgical
do
WHO GMP along with
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
3
R.R
Medicare
do
WHO GMP along with
products
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
4
Wilson Tapes Pvt.
do
WHO GMP along with
Ltd.
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
5
Om
Surgical
do
WHO GMP along with
industries
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
6
Sterimed
Surgicals
do
WHO GMP along with
india pvt. Ltd
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
7
Sterimed
Medical
do
WHO GMP along with
Devices Pvt. Ltd.
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable

8

Biomed health care
Products Pvt.Ltd.

9

Albert David Limited

11

Devparv surgico

12

Airways

13

Navdeep chemicals

do

WHO GMP along with
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
This is bringing to notice that who- Agreed with conditions of
GMP certificate along with certificate DNIT
of Pharmaceutical product is being
provided by the Drug department for
Disposable syringes and needles. You
are requested to kindly not amend
the terms and conditions of the
tender in context of WHO - GMP
along with COPP for procuring Quality
products
As per your point 4.2 of eligibility WHO GMP along with
criteria, the manufacturer should COPP
is
compulsory
have a valid WHO- GMP inspection wherever applicable
certificate in line with the WHO
certification scheme and certificate of
pharmaceutical products. It is to
inform that WHO -GMP certificate
and COPP is not applicable on
consumable and medical devices
same as above
WHO GMP along with
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable
In regard of WHO GMP to be replaced WHO GMP along with
with CE/ISO/ISI(any of these) in DML COPP
is
compulsory
Products where WHO GMP is not wherever applicable
applicable like crepe bandages, POP
bandages & dressing bandages,
dressing tapes, adhesive tapes,
Tender of Group C which is due on
30/11/2015.
CE
(Confirmatory
European) is applicable only on
Medical Devices & various kinds of
bandages on Exports, products may
fall under DML (Drug Manufacturing
Licence). WHO GMP only completes
with
COPP
(Certificate
of
Pharmaceutical Products). Otherwise,
WHO GMP does not have any
existence basis. On medical devices &
other various kinds of bandages do
not fall under COPP because none of

any Pharmacopoeia explains the
standards of above stated items. To
prevent any other bidder to
participate in the Bidding process and
so as to avoid any unhealthy
competition,
amendments
in
conditions are required with any of
these CE/ISO/ISI certification for
products whether or not falling under
DML. Re packing chemicals are to be
purchased with parameter of
IP/BP/USP standard only since being
consumed by human purpose only
and also not to be included in
turnover
clause.
Only
GMP
certification to be mandatory.POP
Bandages, crape bandages, adhesive
plaster, dressing paper tape etc. are
not to be included in turnover clause.
Only GMP certification to be
mandatory.
As per your point 4.2 of eligibility WHO GMP along with
criteria, the manufacturer should COPP
is
compulsory
have a valid WHO- GMP inspection wherever applicable
certificate in line with the WHO
certification scheme and certificate of
pharmaceutical products. It is to
inform that WHO –GMP certificate
and COPP is not applicable on
consumable and medical devices

14

Shailesh Surgical

16

Durga
Surgical We are registered as SSI firm in
Corporation
Sonepat, Hr. So we had to deposit full
security or as per MSME notification.
1) The time of this tender to be
increase up to 15-12-2015 if possible
because of festival season in this
month.
2) The rates in BOQ are to be quoted
as per Technical Specification mention
against each items.
3)In condition at page no. 17 4.2 of
GMP is required WHO GMP with
COOP which is required for export

1. Extended

2. Agreed.

3. WHO GMP along with
COPP is compulsory
wherever applicable

and not for the govt. tenders for the
items like bandages, cotton, gauze.
For this GMP is required in all tenders
of India whether it is GMSCL, Gujarat,
DHS, Delhi, PHSC, Punjab and you can
verify the same from drug
department and made the necessary
changes.
4) In condition at page no.18 4.3.4
the bidder also submits quintiles
manufactured and marked of the
items quoted in the last three years
along with the batch size. Documents
attested by charted accountant. In
place of this we can put the batch
production certificate signed by the
drug department in which the batch
no., batch quantity is mention of each
year.
5) In condition at page no.19 of 4.5
Non Conviction certificate is attached
as per the drug department language
at the time of tender.

4. Clause 4.3.4 Quantity
manufactured
and
supplied will be acceptable
either from CA or Drug
controller

5. As per format of
concerned state drug
authority.

6) The affidavit amount on which 6 The amount of Affidavit
condition no.4.5.2 at page no. 19 is to as per the Indian Stamp
be put in.
Act, 1899.
7) The condition at page no.28 (o) the 7 No Sale tax clearance
vat clearance certificate is required. I certificate required
just want to know it will be issued as
per the format of sales tax
department not as per Annexure 8.4.
8) In condition at page no.29 5.13 the 8. Sample testing is the
samples will be required at the time discretion
of
bid
of tender or as when asked for.
evaluation
committee
wherever it requires as
Para 5.23 of the DNIT.
9) In condition at page no.47 7.8.6
where the penalty is 20% can be 9. No change
reduced if possible as it is a huge
percentage.

10) In condition at page no.46 7.7.3
where the firm will replace the
balance stock if he will be informed in
advance 180 days can this condition is
removed because it is up to to use
this material or not which makes this
conditions is not justifiable.
11) The bar coding is required for all
vendors who will quote the tender. It
is required in primary, secondary or
tertiary packing. The format is to be
cleared.

10. No Change

11. Bar Coding required on
secondary and tertiary
packing only

12) In condition at page no.48 7.12.3
where the testing charges charged by 12. No change
you is 1.5% on purchase order value
which increase the cost of the
products. So it can be removed or
reduced. The payment condition will
be made in 30 days from the date of
supply instead of 30 days from the
report date which is not justified.

17

Hab Pharma

13) There are many Annexure was
there in this tender. So kindly confirm 13.
Annexures
are
is to be put in the tender or not.
suggestive please check
DNIT clause no 5.12.1 for
documents required.
10 MB space is available
bidder is advised to
reduced the coloured
pages and submit essential
documents. All brochures
of the non essential
documents
can
be
submitted in hard copy
This letter is in reference with the No Sale tax clearance
tender ref. no HMSCL /Tend /2015- certificate required
16/3/4-A-02 in which we are keen
interested to participate. We have
gone through with all the terms and
condition of the tender and we found
OK but we are unable to submit sale

18

19

20

tax verification as per annexure 8.4 as
our excise and taxation department is
unable to give the same in the format
given in the tender. In lieu of this we
can submit sale tax clearance
certificate duly signed by the
concerned authorities.
K.S Surgicals
It is pertinent to mention here that No change
currently the Haryana Govt. procuring
the gauge and bandage according to
schedule F-II. The Haryana Govt.
laboratories also test these items
according to schedule F-II.
Tejender Goyal small For Group C. These products are No Change
scale industries
micro units and even do not fall in the
category of small units. Hence being
tiny it’s very difficult to have a sales
turnover of Rs. 1 crore each year.
Hence the same should be average of
Rs. 1 crore of the last 3 years and
same is being considered in
neighbouring states of HP, UK,
MP.etc. Further very small units don’t
have WHO GMP and requested to
revaluate the conditions.
Jindal Photo
1. Testing charges @ 1.5% will be 1 No change.
deducted from bills to all testing
charges herein please note that in
India there is no approval lab or
testing
who
is
testing
the
characteristics of X-ray films. Only the
end user or our in house testing lab
can judge the quality of radiograph.
Firm requested to kindly exempt
medical x-ray film from the above
clause. The house test report will be
accompanied along with each supply.
2. No manufacturer in India is 2 No change
adhering to Bar coding on the
packets/cartoon of Medical X-ray
films hence it may be deleted from
the terms & conditions.

21

Seven Seas

22

Global Medical Kit

23

Casil Industries Ltd.

3. Shrink packing to kept optional for
x-ray films as it is not required for
India climactic conditions.
1. WHO GMP not is applicable on
surgical dressing items as well as on
disposable items. And requested to
ask GMP certificate on the renderer.
2. 20% damage charges be amended
as the maximum penalty be kept 0.5%
weekly
3. Time of performance security is
given 21 days instead of 7 days.
4. Performance security be taken 5%
instead of 10% and the same may be
taken order wise only.
5. Testing charges are too much the
same be deducted from the bills of
the supplier in actual.
1. WHO GMP certificate is not
applicable on consumables/ medical
devices and requested to remove
condition WHO GMP certification for
consumable items.
Please refer Page No.21 of Tender
Document. It is mentioned that “5.2 Cost of Bidding
(a) Bid fee: The bid fee along with the
processing charges amounting to Rs
2500/- shall be deposited in the form
of DD/Banker cheque in favour of MD,
HMSCL, payable at Panchkula.”

3 Please refer to annexure
8.11 for Packaging
information
WHO GMP along with
COPP
is
compulsory
wherever applicable.
Others no change

WHO GMP along with
COPP is compulsory
wherever applicable

BID Fee and processing
charges
are
clubbed
together only single DD of
Rs 2500/- to be made
against bid fee and
processing charges.

Our Query: Have we to prepare two
separate DD of Rs.2500 against the
Bid Fee and Processing Charges?
Please inform
Our Query: Have we to quote the
rate for 10x1 Qty or only 1 Qty?
Please inform.
What is the Tender Qty? Is is
79618x10 = 796180, 105842x10 =
105842? Please inform.

The rates in BOQ be
quoted as per packing
mentioned against each
item in DNIT. E.g. if the
packing is 10X10 the rates
be quoted for 100 tablets,
if the pack is 10 the rate be

quoted for 10 only, if it is
mentioned as I ampoule or
60 ml bottle the rate be
quoted for single bottle or
ampule or vial.
[3] Places of Delivery : You are
requested to inform the places of
delivery in Haryana












Anywhere in Haryana.
(Mostly in Seven
Warehouses in Haryana).

The rates in BOQ be quoted as per packing mentioned against each item in DNIT.
E.g. if the packing is 10X10 the rates be quoted for 100 tablets, if the pack is 10
the rate be quoted for 10 only, if it is mentioned as I ampoule or 60 ml bottle the
rate be quoted for single bottle or ampule or vial.
Annexure 8.4 is only suggestive the No sales tax clearance certificate required.
Documents Self attested documents only are required on letter head except
where mentioned explicitly.
Uploaded 10 MB space is available bidder is advised to reduced the colored
pages and submit essential documents as mentioned in clause 5.12.1. All
broachers of the non essential documents can be submitted in hard copy.
Bar Coding is required as per DNIT clause 7.11 on secondary and tertiary
packing.
BID Fee and processing charges are clubbed together only single DD of Rs 2500/to be made against bid fee and processing charges.
WHO-GMP is mandatory for the Product WHO GMP along with COPP is
compulsory wherever applicable.
Quantity manufactured and supplied as par 4.3.4 Either from CA or Drug
controller will be acceptable

All others terms & conditions are remain the same.

Managing Director
Haryana Medical Service Corporation Ltd.

